Mastery and Excellence
	Awareness
		You can't work with a problem or pattern if you don't know it's there
	Admittance
		If it's a challenging pattern, you must admit that it's present, and a problem, once you're aware of it
	Surrender
		This is a powerful technology and a surprising one - there is such focus in our culture on will power and conquering and winning, yet the best way 		to empower yourself to win is to surrender to what is so you can face a situation in reality
	Acceptance
		Acceptance brings peace, which brings strength and stamina
	Willingness
		Being willing to give up the safety and comfort of our limitations and habits is best made as a conscious and intentional choice
	Hope
		There is always room for hope, an example of success, and strength to be gained
	Clearing a channel
		Inventory
		Amends
		Spiritual Practice
		100% Personal Responsibility
		Self-forgiveness
			You treat yourself worse than anyone else - the degree to which you abuse yourself is the degree to which you will tolerate abuse - so as 			you take better care of yourself, your culture will lift.  This is not a process to fear or resist; you will find as time goes on, just as you have 			throughout your life, if you look back, that your need for certain people and relationships often passes as you grow
		Working on the mental & emotional levels	
		Projections work
		Referencing back to life
		Self-care
			Exercise, get nutrition, manage your stress; read, visualize, plan, write; service, empathy, synergy, intrinsic security; clarify your values and 			commitment, study and meditate.  Play!!
	Meditation
	Deciding what you want
		What is the experience you are looking for?  How can you get it?
	Flow vs. Intention - living actively vs. living passively
	Clear Positive Intention
		Ideal Scene
		Living Vision
		Mind doesn't know the difference between reality and well-imagined situations
	Co-designing an action plan with Spirit
		Synergize
			The sum of the parts is greater than the whole - and the relationship between the parts is a part, too.
	Asking for Help
	Three-foot tosses
		Be proactive in all things, even those you’ve delegated
		Begin with the end in mind - the Living Vision
		Put first things first
			What one thing could you do today that would make a significant difference in your life?  Pick the one that is scariest.
		Think win-win; lack is a myth
	Engage fully
		Energy is our most precious resource
			The number of hours in a day is fixed; what we do with them and how much energy we have is not, yet discipline is a far more limited 				practice than most of us think.
		Balancing stress and recovery
			The most successful players develop routines between energy peaks, and recuperation is both undervalued and essential.
			Work with your natural rhythms, don't fight them
			Building strength works the same on all four levels; gradually re-expose yourself to the stressors that broke you down in the fist place.
		Physical energy - fueling the fire
			Eat strategically, get good rest, 12 minute naps, learn your rhythm, pace yourself and push yourself.
		Emotional energy - transforming threat into challenge
			Emotional intelligence is the ability to manage emotions skillfully in service to high positive energy and full 	engagement
			Regaining physiological balance ASAP after an upset
			It's important to engage in activities simply because they are enjoyable and emotionally nourishing - the depth and quality of the 				nourishment and the frequency of engagement is something else again
			Establishing a routine and recovery are as important here as in the physical, just trickier and less tangible
			Upper limits
			New age guilt, a tool for derailing ourselves
		Mental energy - good focus and healthy optimism
			Negative thoughts may be directing our attention to areas that need attention; do not try to abolish or negate them
			The importance of focusing on the positive
			Where are you when you get your best ideas?  You should know this!  Often 'at rest'
			Evidence confirms the brain also operates like a muscle - balance and exercise both increase cognitive capacity
		Spiritual energy - He Who Has a Why
			Balancing commitment to others with adequate self-care - take care of yourself so you can take care of others
			All traditions talk about spiritual 'work' versus spiritual 'practice,' most focus on service
			Expanding spiritual capacity requires subordinating our needs to something beyond our own self-interest.  This is the muscle to stretch - it 			may feel threatening at first, but is immensely rewarding
			"The truth is that if you asked me to choose between winning the Tour de France and cancer, I'd choose cancer." - Lance Armstrong
		Face the truth - how are you managing your energy now?
			You will only benefit by answering this honestly, not by answering defensively
			Own and honor your shadow - some part of you is trying to protect you in some way, so respect and work with that part
			What are you overlooking?  Do an inventory or a patterning journal to increase your awareness
			Separate who you are from your actions (as well as your wallet, your car, etc)
		The power of positive rituals
			This continuity allows us to master times of change
			Doing vs. not doing - a simple way to build stamina, self-trust, or to reinforce your negative self-image
			The power of three-foot tosses; incremental changes build momentum, good habits and self-trust
	Acknowledge your successes
	Track your progress
	Take inventory regularly
	Have gratitude
	Do service
	Mastery - the big picture
		A lifelong journey, most easily examined in a sports context
		Mastery is a discipline and diligent practice for the sake of the practice itself
		Better to start with a clean slate than have to unlearn bad habits
		The eternal moment of Choice
		Mastery resists definition, there is no destination, and yet it is immediately recognizable
		The plateau period may seem like purgatory, but learning is occurring, rejuvenation is happening, and you're learning about learning
		Clarify your strengths and weaknesses - enhance the strengths, reframe the weaknesses
			The Dabbler, the Obsessive, and the Hacker - most of us have aspects of all three but are mostly one
			The Dabbler: with first success is overjoyed, tells everyone and preaches; but with the first plateau is crushed and stops practicing, looks for 			something new to conquer...  maybe he'll make it to the second plateau this time, but likely not
			The Obsessive: results count, and fast - no matter how you get them.  He stays late, gets every book and tape on the subject, and when 			things slow, he uses every resource to try and force and manipulate things forward.  Somehow he keeps managing progress, brief spurts 			upward followed by sharp declines, and when he finally falls, everyone around him suffers
			The Hacker: after sort of getting the hang of it, the Hacker cruises along in a comfort zone.  He doesn't go to professional meetings or 				continuing ed classes, and doesn't really do anything out of joy, but out of inertia and feelings of safety
		The war on Mastery in America
			We value and reward mediocrity and consumer spending in every aspect of our lives.  Watch our commercials: a man works for a second 			and a half, then it's Miller time, the race won, the kid's parents reach for a frosty soda.... It's a stream of epiphanies, a dream-rhythym where 			one fantasy crowds out the next, with no plateaus.  Get credit, don't save.  Do the new crash diet, don't decrease eating or exercise.  Take a 			pill, make the feelings go away
		Loving the Plateau
			The plateau is not a place for boredom, self-judgment or frustration - it is a place for practicing the new thing we have learned over 			and over, until we are Masters
			Goals and contingencies are important, but they live in the past and future.  Only Practice, the path of mastery, exists in the present
			Peter Vidmar, Olympic gymnast: "A lot of people go for things only because a teacher told them they should, or their parents.  People who 			get into something for the money, the fame, or the medal can't be effective.
			When you discover you own desire, you're not going to wait for other people to find solutions to your problems.  You're going to find your 			own.  I set goals for myself, but underlying all the goals and the work was the fact that I enjoyed it.  I thought gymnastics was fun.  And I had 			no idea that I might 	someday be an Olympian."
		Instruction
			The uninstructed enjoy a few benefits - they don't know what can't be done and might find value in areas previously ruled out by others; but  			most people 	who go this way spend frustrating lives reinventing the wheel
			To pick a teacher, look at his students
			Watch how he relates to the beginners and the slower students, not how he interacts with the faster more capable students; teaching fast 			students allows for glossing over finer points and challenges; really teaching involves meticulous attention in every detail, as is required 			with the new and challenged
			Those who are not so clever, not so good with their hands, usually go further in the long run
			Seek personal interaction, and seek interaction with quality, length, variety, frequency and intensity
		Practice
			Practice is both a noun and a verb - the noun is anything done regularly for its own sake
			A Master is someone who practices regularly; not because they want to be a master, but because they love it
			A Master is a master because they stay on the mat 5 minutes longer than anyone else, every day
			Ultimately, practice is the path of mastery
		Surrender
			It is inevitable that in starting something you may feel awkward and foolish.  Pride prevents you from letting learning in enough to be a 			Master
			The essence of boredom is to be found in the obsessive search for novelty.  Satisfaction lies in mindful repetition, the discovery of endless 			riches in subtle variations on familiar themes
			Surrendering to the fundamentals of the art and to the teacher are only the beginning; on the path of every student of mastery there will 			arise the need to surrender some hard-won competence in order to proceed to the next stage
			Perhaps the best we can hope for is to cultivate the heart and mind at the beginning of every stage along the way - for the Master, 				surrender means there are no experts, there are only learners
		Intentionality
			Willpower, attitude, imaging... whatever you want to call it
			Jack Nikalus: only 10% of the shot is the swing.  Perhaps this was because he'd already perfected the swing.  The rest of the evolution 			was in the mental aspect
			The question of reality - is the radio in your hands, or the design on paper, or the idea in the inventor's mind more real?  The design on 			paper will far outlive the radio even though the radio seems more real
			Neurologically and biochemically, the mind does not know the difference between reality and imagination
			The power of imaging and intention is clear in golf, martial arts, sports of any kind; the most physical things we know - so why not in 				business or health care
		The Edge
			Masters revere the fundamentals, yet are the ones who push the limits.  Its not an either/or, its a both/and
			Not only testing the edges, but walking the line between endless, goalless practice and the alluring goals that appear along the way
			All masters share the stupid, heroic desire to push themselves to the human limits
		Getting energy
			"If you want to get something done, ask a busy person to do it."
			We gain energy by using energy - humans are a machine that breaks down from lack of use
			The classroom setup, with forty people told to sit still and do the same thing, does not teach us to harness or appreciate individual 				enthusiasm or energy, it teaches us to sit still and be quiet, not to 'be silly'
			1. Maintain physical health - also, it is an observation that those who feel good about themselves, who are in touch with themselves and 			nature, are more liekly to use their energy for the benefit of all and of humanity
			2. Acknowledge the negative and accentuate the positive - research shows indisputably that the positive minded are far healthier and sick 			less often than those who see in negative terms.  Optimism gets regularly trashed by intellectuals, but it works
			3. Tell the truth - lies and secrets are poison and steal energy from individuals and organizations, since time and energy are devoted to 			keeping secrets and tracking what was told to whom
			4. Honor and acknowledge, but don't indulge, your dark side - the energy we've hidden away is always available to us: to quit smoking, get 			in alignment with the addiction, you have tremendous power in it.  It is not the cigarette that has that power, it is in you!
			5. Set priorities - indecision leads to inaction, which leads to low energy, depression, and despair
			6. Make commitments and take action - there's nothing as immediately energizing on any journey as the intermediate goal or tight, firm 			deadline met along the way
			7. Get on the path of mastery and stay on it - much of the world's depression and discontent, even the pervasive malaise that leads to crime 			and war, can be traced to untapped potential and unused energy
		Why resolutions fail
			Backsliding - a universal experience, since all of us resist change
			Homeostasis & feedback systems (punishment, privileges, gifts, favors, signs of approval and affection, body language and facial 				expressions, law enforcement, education, legislative processes, popular arts, sports and games, economic rewards, celebrities, style and 			the media)
			Resistance is proportionate to the speed of change and the size of the organization undergoing it, not to whether it is a good change or not
			You will be fighting a homeostasis in whatever you choose to take on Mastery - in tennis as a new habit you may encounter less than if 			taking it on in a career you've been slacking in for 25 years, but wherever you take it on it will have ripples throughout your life
			5 Guidelines to getting on the path:
			1) Be aware of the way homeostasis works - expect resistance and backlash.  When any part of a system changes, the whole thing has to 			change
			2) Be willing to negotiate with your resistance to change - don't quit and don't bully your way through.  The bullied will reemerge
			3) Develop a support system - the nice thing is a play community lasts even after the game is over
			4) Follow a regular routine - the traveler on the path of mastery is fortunate, for practice is the foundation of the path itself
			5) Dedicate yourself to lifelong learning - the lifelong learner is essentially one who has learned to deal with homeostasis, simply because 			they are doing it all the time
		Avoiding the pitfalls
			Some key ptifalls are:
			1. A conflicting way of life - if your path of mastery is not career-related, you must find and make time outside work to follow the path.  When 			things aren't going well on the path of Mastery, check the rest of your life
			2. Obsessive goal orientation - be aware that the peak is ahead, but don't keep looking at it
			3. Poor instruction - surrender to your teacher, but only as a teacher, not as a guru - if its not working for you, find another
			4. Lack of competitiveness - failing to play wholeheartedly with a will to win degrades the game and insults the opponent
			5. Overcompetitiveness
			6. Laziness - it will knock you off the path.  The good news is that the path is the cure for laziness
			7. Injuries - the best way to achieve a goal is to be fully present.  Surpassing limits involves negotiating with yourself on all levels to eclipse 			your past achievements, not ignoring your body's communications
			8. Drugs - street and 'legitimate'
			9. Prizes and medals - excessive use of external motivation can slow and even kill your journey to mastery
			10. Vanity - if you're always thinking about appearances, you can't attain the level of concentration required to achieve your goals
			11. Dead seriousness - it's tunnel vision; to be able to laugh at yourself clears your vision
			12. Inconsistency - it not only loses you practice time, it makes everything harder when you get around to it
			13. Perfectionism - even without comparing ourselves to the world's greatest, we can set such unreasonably high standards for ourselves 			that no one could ever meet them, and nothing is more destructive to creativity
		Mastering the commonplace
			A Zen student's mastery is measured just as much by how they sweep the floor as how they meditate
			Ironically, focusing on process rather than product produces better and more products in less time
			The way we walk, spend time with our kids or make love bears an unmistakable resemblance to the way we do 'important' things like work
			Intimacy is the greatest art and adventure of all
	Communication - part of the process rather than steps to the goal
		Seek first to understand, then to be understood
			How often do we diagnose before we prescribe?
		Be Impeccable With Your Word
			Impeccable means "without sin"
			Power of the Word; unique to man and an indisputably creative force
			We constantly misuse the word as black magic, keeping each other in fear and pulling each other down without realizing its magic at all
			The power of the Truth - the Bible is incorrectly quoted "The truth will set you free."  It is actually "The truth will make you free"
			The destructive, addictive power of gossip
			Be aware not only of what others have done to us with the word - gossip, socialization, fearmongering - but what we've done to ourselves
		Don’t Take Anything Personally
			You only take something personally because you agree with what was said
			It is not what we say to each other - it is the old wounds inside that we poke with the words
			Most of your own opinions about yourself are untrue, so you don't even need to take yourself personally
			Do not expect others to tell you the truth, because they lie to themselves, too
			If you can make this a habit and choose out of fear, you will not return to Hell
		Don’t Make Assumptions
			The primary problem with assumptions is that we think they are truth and so usually don't even recognize them
			We often make assumptions, then we take them personally and then we start gossiping about them!
			We make assumptions in all our major relationships - that someone knows or should know how to treat us the way we want to be, so we 			choose not to ask for what we need then feel resentment
			When others tell us something, we make assumptions about what we were told; and if they don't, we make assumptions to fulfill our need to 			know and to avoid having to communicate
			With clear communication, all relationships clear and work
		Always Do Your Best
			Bear in mind your best will vary - so no matter how sick and tired you are, just do your best and then there's no ground for judging yourself
			Doing your best is taking an action because you love it, not because there's a reward
			Action is about living fully; an action is how we a) deny life or b) react to life not being exactly the way we want it, or c) try to avoid hurt or 			disappointment, in which case we aren't even alive
			You don't need to know or prove anything; living fully and taking risks and enjoying them is all that matters
			If you fall, do not judge.  Do not give your Judge the satisfaction of turning you into a victim
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